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a b s t r a c t
Upon swelling in a solvent, a thin hydrogel layer on a rigid substrate may become unstable, developing
various surface patterns. Recent experimental studies have explored the possibilities to generate controllable surface patterns by chemically modifying the molecular structures of the hydrogel near the surface.
In this paper, we present a theoretical stability analysis for swelling of hydrogel layers with material
properties varying in the thickness direction. As a specialization of the general procedure, hydrogel bilayers with different combinations of the material properties are examined in details. For a soft-on-hard
bilayer, the onset of surface instability is determined by the short-wave limit, similar to a homogeneous
layer. In contrast, for a hard-on-soft bilayer, a long-wave mode with a ﬁnite wavelength emerges as the
critical mode at the onset of surface instability, similar to wrinkling of an elastic thin ﬁlm on a compliant
substrate, and the critical swelling ratio is much lower than that for a homogeneous hydrogel layer. A
smooth transition of the critical mode is predicted as the volume fraction of the top layer changes, linking
surface instability of a homogeneous layer to thin ﬁlm wrinkling as two limiting cases. The results from
the present study suggest that both the critical condition and the instability mode depend sensitively on
the variation of the material properties in the thickness direction of the hydrogel layer.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A hydrogel swells signiﬁcantly when imbibing a large amount
of solvent (e.g., water). Swell-induced surface instability of hydrogels has been observed by many (e.g., Southern and Thomas, 1965;
Tanaka et al., 1987, 1992; Sultan and Boudaoud, 2008; Trujillo
et al., 2008; Guvendiren et al., 2009; Dervaux et al., 2011; Velankar
et al., 2012). A number of theoretical and numerical studies have
also been reported (Onuki, 1989; Hong et al., 2009b; Kang and
Huang, 2010a,b,c; Wong et al., 2010; Dervaux and Ben Amar,
2011; Cao et al., 2012). Most of the theoretical studies to date have
assumed the hydrogel to be homogeneous before swelling. Recently, a series of experiments by Guvendiren et al. (2009,
2010a,b) have observed a rich variety of surface patterns (including
creases and wrinkles) by using hydrogels with depth-wise crosslink gradients. In their experiments, poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) hydrogel layers were fabricated from a UV-curable
precursor solution composed of partially polymerized PHEMA, a
photo-initiator, and a crosslinker (ethylene glycol dimethacrylate,
EGDMA). The precursor solution was spin-coated onto a rigid substrate (silicon or glass) and exposed to UV light to form a cross⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: ruihuang@mail.utexas.edu (R. Huang).
0020-7683/$ - see front matter Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2012.10.022

linked layer. In the presence of oxygen, a depth-wise crosslink
gradient was generated due to oxygen inhibition of the radical
polymerization near the surface. The gradient proﬁle of the crosslink density can be modulated by the initiator and crosslinker
concentration, UV exposure intensity and time, and the layer
thickness. When exposed to water, the hydrogel layer swelled
and distinctive surface patterns formed. It was found that both
the critical condition and the characteristic length scale of the
surface patterns depended on the crosslink gradient. Motivated
by these experiments, we present a theoretical analysis on swellinduced surface instability of hydrogel layers with material properties varying in the thickness direction.
The critical condition for the onset of swell-induced surface
instability in hydrogels has been an interesting subject of theoretical studies recently. A closely related problem was considered by
Biot (1963), who predicted the critical compressive strain for wrinkle-like surface instability of a hyperelastic half-space, independent of the material property. However, Gent and Cho (1999)
found that Biot’s prediction considerably overestimated the critical
strain in their experiments with rubber blocks compressed by
bending, in which they observed surface creases. Unlike wrinkling,
creasing is highly localized with large deformation. By an energetic
consideration, Hong et al. (2009b) predicted a critical strain for
surface creasing of an elastomer, considerably lower than Biot’s
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prediction. More recently, Cao and Hutchinson (2012a) showed
that surface wrinkling in an elastomer is highly unstable and extremely sensitive to imperfections that could signiﬁcantly reduce the
critical strain. Based on a nonlinear post-bifurcation analysis and
numerical simulations, they concluded that a tiny initial imperfection can trigger the wrinkling instability to collapse into a localized
crease. For a hydrogel layer on a rigid substrate, the critical condition for swell-induced surface instability is similar to the elastomers under compression, but with subtle differences due to the
interaction between solvent and the polymer network. Following
a procedure similar to Biot’s linear perturbation analysis, Kang
and Huang (2010b) predicted that the critical swelling ratio for
wrinkling instability of a hydrogel layer varies over a wide range,
depending on the material parameters (both the polymer network
and the solvent). In contrast, the critical compressive strain for an
elastomer is independent of the material parameter by Biot’s analysis. Again, based on the energetic consideration and numerical
calculations, Weiss et al. (Submitted for publication) found that
the critical swelling ratio for onset of surface creasing is considerably lower than that for wrinkling. Similar to surface wrinkling of
an elastomer, swell induced surface wrinkling in hydrogels is expected to be highly unstable and sensitive to imperfections,
although theoretical analysis of this kind has not been reported
to the best of our knowledge. On the other hand, a wide range of
critical swelling ratios have been reported from various experiments (Southern and Thomas, 1965; Tanaka et al., 1987,1992;
Trujillo et al., 2008). Direct comparison between experiments and
theoretical predictions has been scarce.
The theoretical studies predict no characteristic length scale for
the surface instability (wrinkling and creasing) in homogeneous
elastomers and hydrogels. By including the effect of surface tension, Kang and Huang (2010c) predicted a characteristic wrinkle
wavelength that scales almost linearly with the thickness of the
hydrogel layer. Similar analyses with the surface tension effect
were carried out by Ben Amar and coworkers (Ben Amar and Ciarletta, 2010; Dervaux and Ben Amar, 2011) using a volume growth
model. Alternatively, a characteristic length scale may be introduced by assuming a thin skin layer at the surface of the hydrogel
(Hohlfeld and Mahadevan, 2011) or more generally, by assuming a
gradient of the material properties in the thickness direction. In
this paper, we present a linear stability analysis for swelling of
hydrogel layers with material properties varying in the thickness
direction. As a specialization of the general procedure, hydrogel
bilayers with different combinations of the material properties
are examined in details. The results suggest that both the critical
condition and the characteristic length depend sensitively on the
depth-wise variation of the material properties in the hydrogel
layer.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
brieﬂy reviews a nonlinear ﬁeld theory for hydrogels and presents
the transversely homogeneous solution for swelling of hydrogel
layers. A linear perturbation analysis is performed in Section 3, followed by a bilayer model in Section 4. The theoretical results are
discussed in Section 5, in comparison with the previous studies.
Two numerical examples are presented to highlight the distinct
surface instability behaviors for two types of hydrogel bilayers.
We conclude with a short summary in Section 6.

2. Constrained swelling of hydrogel layers
In this section we brieﬂy review the nonlinear theory of polymer gels (Hong et al., 2008, 2009a; Kang and Huang, 2010a) and
present a transversely homogeneous solution for swelling of a
hydrogel layer with material properties varying in the thickness
direction.
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2.1. A nonlinear ﬁeld theory
Consider a hydrogel immersed in a solvent. The free energy
density of the hydrogel locally depends on both the elastic deformation of the polymer network and the concentration of solvent
molecules, which is taken as

UðF; CÞ ¼ U e ðFÞ þ U m ðCÞ;

ð1Þ

where F is the deformation gradient tensor of the polymer network,
C the nominal concentration of solvent molecules. The two free energy terms, due to elastic deformation and polymer/solvent mixing,
respectively, take the form:

1
NkTðI  3  2 log JÞ;
2


kT
XC
vXC
XC log
þ
;
U m ðCÞ ¼
1 þ XC 1 þ XC
X

U e ðFÞ ¼

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

where I = FiJFiJ and J = det(F) are the invariants of the deformation
gradient. This free energy function has its root in the statistical
mechanics models of rubber elasticity and polymer solution (Flory
and Rehner, 1943a,b; Flory, 1942; Huggins, 1941). The polymer network of the hydrogel is characterized by a single parameter, N, as
the effective number of polymer chains per unit volume of the
dry polymer. The parameter N is determined by the degree of crosslinking; for normal cross-linking (for which four chains meet at
each junction) it is simply twice the number of crosslinks per unit
volume (Treloar, 1958). The dry polymer network has an initial
shear modulus, G0  NkT, where T is the absolute temperature and
k the Boltzmann constant. Each of the solvent molecules has the
volume X. The interaction between the solvent and the polymer
is represented by a dimensionless parameter, v, often referred to
as the Flory parameter.
In the equilibrium state, the chemical potential of the solvent is
a constant in the hydrogel and equal to that of the external solvent,
^ , while the solvent concentration C as a ﬁeld quantity
i.e., l ¼ l
may be inhomogeneous. By Legendre transform, the free energy
density can be re-written as a function of the deformation gradient
and the chemical potential:

^ lÞ ¼ UðF; CÞ  lC:
UðF;

ð4Þ

Furthermore, assume that both the polymer network and the
solvent are incompressible, so that the volume of the hydrogel
changes as the solvent concentration changes, namely

J ¼ 1 þ XC:

ð5Þ

Combining Eqs. (1)–(5), we obtain

^ lÞ ¼ 1 NkTðI  3  2 log JÞ
UðF;
2


kT
J  1 vðJ  1Þ
l
þ
 ðJ  1Þ:
ðJ  1Þ log
þ
J
J
X
X

ð6Þ

The nominal stress in the hydrogel is then obtained as

siJ ¼

^
@U
¼ NkTðF iJ þ aHiJ Þ;
@F iJ

ð7Þ

where

!
1
1
J1 1 v l
;
þ þ 2
a¼ þ
log
J NX
J
J J
kT
HiJ ¼

1
eijk eJKL F jK F kL :
2

ð8Þ

ð9Þ

In the absence of body forces, the mechanical equilibrium
requires that
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@siJ
¼ 0;
@X J

ð10Þ

in the body of the hydrogel, along with proper boundary conditions
for tractions and/or displacements (Kang and Huang, 2010a).
2.2. Transversely homogeneous swelling
Now consider a hydrogel layer attached to a rigid substrate
(Fig. 1). Set a Cartesian coordinate system in the dry state so that
X1 and X3 are the in-plane coordinates and X2 = 0 at the interface
between the hydrogel and the substrate (Fig. 1(a)). The material
parameters of the hydrogel may vary in the thickness direction,
namely, N = N(X2) and v = v(X2). Immersed in a solvent, the hydrogel layer swells in the thickness direction but constrained in the inplane directions by the substrate (assuming perfect bonding at the
interface). For a transversely homogeneous swelling (Fig. 1(b)), the
deformation gradient tensor is diagonal with F11 = F33 = 1 and
F 22 ¼ dx2 =dX 2 ¼ kh : By Eq. (7), the nominal stress in the swollen
gel is obtained as

"
s22 ¼ NkT kh 

s11 ¼ s33 ¼

kh kT

X

1
1
kh  1 1
v l
þ
log
þ þ 2
kh N X
kh
kh kh kT

!#
;

!
kh  1 1
v l
;
log
þ þ 2
kh
kh kh kT

ð11Þ

ð12Þ

and the other stress components are zero.
By the mechanical equilibrium condition in (10) along with the
boundary condition at the surface, we have s22 = p, where p is the
pressure on the surface of the gel. Hence, by Eq. (11), the swelling
ratio kh can be obtained by solving a nonlinear equation:





1
1
v
1
l  pX
þ þ 2 þ NX kh 
¼
log 1 
:
kh
kh kh
kh
kT

ð13Þ

^ and pressure p, the swelling
For a given chemical potential l ¼ l
ratio varies in the thickness direction, i.e., kh ¼ kh ðX 2 Þ; depending
on the material parameters, N(X2) and v(X2). The nominal concentration of the solvent vary in the thickness direction accordingly
as CðX 2 Þ ¼ ½kh ðX 2 Þ  1=X: The total thickness of the hydrogel layer
can be obtained by integrating the swelling ratio, i.e., h ¼
RH
kh dX 2 ; where H is the thickness in the dry state.
0
The chemical potential of the external solvent depends on the
temperature and pressure in general. Assuming an ideal gas phase
(p < p0) and an incompressible liquid phase (p > p0), the external
chemical potential is

l^ ðp; TÞ ¼



ðp  p0 ÞX;

if

p > p0 ;

kT logðp=p0 Þ;

if

p < p0 ;

ð14Þ

where p0 is the equilibrium vapor pressure of the solvent. Therefore,
the right-hand side of Eq. (13) increases with the vapor pressure p
until it reaches the equilibrium pressure (p = p0). For a liquid phase
solvent, the right-hand side of Eq. (13) remains a constant,
l 0 ¼  pkT0 X : For water at 25 °C, p0  3.2 kPa, X  3  1029 m3, and
 0  2:3  105 , which is approximately taken as zero in
thus l
practice.
To illustrate the effect of graded material parameters on swelling, we consider two examples, one for a hydrogel layer with linearly graded crosslink density and the other with the crosslink
density varying exponentially. Since the effective number of polymer chains per unit volume is proportional to the crosslink density,
we have

NðX 2 Þ ¼ Nint þ ðNsur  N int Þ

X2
;
H

ð15Þ

expðnX 2 =HÞ  1
;
expðnÞ  1

ð16Þ

or

X2

NðX 2 Þ ¼ Nint þ ðNsur  N int Þ

H

X1
Rigid substrate

(a)
x2

so that N = Nint at the hydrogel/substrate interface (X2 = 0) and
N = Nsur at the surface (X2 = H). The parameter n is a shape factor
for the exponential function, as illustrated in Fig. 2. When n = 0,
the exponential function in (16) reduces to the linear function in
(15). The other material parameter, v, is assumed to be a constant.
Fig. 3 shows the swelling ratio kh and the normalized in-plane
^ ¼ 0) for
stress r11X/(kT), in equilibrium with a liquid solvent (l
NintX = 103, NsurX = 102, and v = 0.4. The nominal stress,
obtained from Eq. (12), is converted to the true stress as r11 ¼
s11 =kh . Apparently, the transversely homogeneous swelling ratio as
well as the swell-induced compressive in-plane stress varies

h

x1
Rigid substrate

(b)
x2
h

x1
Rigid substrate

(c)
Fig. 1. Schematic of a hydrogel layer on a substrate: (a) the dry state; (b) a
transversely homogeneous swollen state; (c) a perturbation to the swollen state.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the linear, exponential, and stepwise variations of
the material property (N) in the thickness direction of a hydrogel layer.
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and the corresponding volume swelling ratio is

6

~  kh ð1 þ eÞ;
J ¼ detðFÞ

5.5
n = 10

where

Swelling ratio λh

5

4



@u1
@u2
s11  NkT ð1 þ kh nh Þ
þ kh ðnh  kh Þ
 k2h þ 1
@x1
@x2


@u2
;
 pkh 1 þ
@x2

n=0

3.5
n = -5

3
2.5

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

X2 / H

(a)
Compressive stress σ11Ω / (kT)

n = -5

0.015

0.005



0.2

0

0.4

0.6

0.8

h

u1 ¼ u1 ðx1 ; x2 Þ and u2 ¼ u2 ðx1 ; x2 Þ:



2
@ 2 u1
@ 2 u2
@u1 @u2
2 @ u1
¼ 0;
þ
k
þ
k
n
þ
f
ðx
Þ
þ
1 2
h h
h
@x1 @x2
@x2 @x1
@x21
@x22
ð25Þ

1

@ 2 u2
@ 2 u2
@ 2 u1
@u1
@u2
þ kh ðnh þ kh Þ 2 þ kh nh
þ f2 ðx2 Þ
þ f3 ðx2 Þ
¼ 0;
@x1 @x2
@x1
@x2
@x21
@x2
ð26Þ

The transversely homogeneous swelling may become unstable,
giving rise to inhomogeneous swelling. To determine the stability,
assume a small perturbation with displacements from the swollen
state of a hydrogel layer in the following form (Fig. 1(c)):

ð17Þ

The deformation gradient tensor after the perturbation becomes

1

h

ð1 þ kh nh Þ

3. Linear perturbation analysis

0


 k1  2kv2 ; and s23 = s32 = s13 = s31 = 0. As a

n = 10

signiﬁcantly from the surface to the bottom of the hydrogel layer,
depending on the variation of the crosslink density in the thickness
direction. The dependence is highly nonlinear, as a linear variation
in the crosslink (n = 0) results in a nonlinear variation in the swelling
ratio. Interestingly, while the swelling ratio decreases with increasing crosslink density, the magnitude of the swell-induced compressive stress increases due to increasing stiffness of the polymer
network.

3
1
kh @u
0
@x2


7
2
kh 1 þ @u
07
5;
@x2

1
kh 1

ð24Þ

By the mechanical equilibrium condition in (10), we obtain a
couple of linear equations in terms of the perturbation
displacements:

Fig. 3. (a) Swelling ratio and (b) swell-induced compressive in-plane stress for
hydrogel layers with linear (n = 0) and exponential variations of the material
parameter N in the thickness direction.

0

ð23Þ

n=5
0.01

@u2
@x1



@u1 @u2
@u2
þp
þ
;
@x2 @x1
@x1

linear perturbation analysis, only the linear terms of the strain
 
@ui
are retained in (19)–(24).
@xj

n=0

1
1 þ @u
@x1

ð22Þ

h

0.02

(b)

6
F~ ¼ 6
4

s33  NkT½k2h ð1 þ eÞ  kh nh e  1  pkh ð1 þ eÞ;

where nh ¼ k1 þ N1X

X2 / H

2

ð21Þ



@u1 @u2
@u1
s21  NkT k2h
þ pkh
þ
;
@x2 @x1
@x2

0.025

ð20Þ





@u1
@u2
@u1
p 1þ
;
þ ðnh þ kh Þ
s22  NkT ðnh  kh Þ
@x1
@x2
@x1

s12  NkTkh

0.03

0

þ

ð19Þ

@u2
.
@x2

Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (7), the nominal stress components are obtained explicitly as follows:

n=5

4.5

e¼

@u1
@x1

ð18Þ

where f1 ðx2 Þ ¼
kh d
NX dx2

kh d
NX dx2

ðkh NXÞ; f2 ðx2 Þ ¼

kh d
N X dx2

½N Xðnh  kh Þ; and f3 ðx2 Þ ¼

½N Xðnh þ kh Þ.

Assume the perturbation displacements to be periodic in the x1
direction, taking the form:

u1 ¼ U 1 ðx2 Þ sin xx1

and u2 ¼ U 2 ðx2 Þ cos xx1 ;

ð27Þ

where x is the wave number. Substitution of Eq. (27) into Eqs. (25)
and (26) yields

k2h U 001 þ f1 U 01  x2 ð1 þ kh nh ÞU 1  xkh nh U 02  xf1 U 2 ¼ 0;
kh nh U 01

x

þ xf2 U 1 þ kh ðnh þ

kh ÞU 002

þ

f3 U 02

2

 x U 2 ¼ 0;

ð28Þ
ð29Þ

where the single and double primes denote the ﬁrst and secondorder differentiations with respect to x2. The two ordinary differential equations are to be solved along with the boundary conditions.
The lower surface of the hydrogel layer is attached to the rigid
substrate with zero displacements, namely

U 1 ¼ U 2 ¼ 0;

at x2 ¼ 0:

ð30Þ

The upper surface of the hydrogel is subjected to a pressure
from the external solvent. To the ﬁrst order of the perturbation,
the nominal traction at the surface is

s12 ¼ p

@u2
@x1

and s22 ¼ pð1 þ

@u1
Þ; at x2 ¼ h:
@x1

Thus, by (21) and (23) we obtain that

ð31Þ
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ðnh  kh ÞxU 1 þ ðnh þ kh ÞU 02 ¼ 0 and U 01  xU 2 ¼ 0; at x2 ¼ h
ð32Þ
With the boundary conditions in (30) and (32), an eigenvalue problem is established in (28) and (29) by the linear perturbation analysis. For a speciﬁc hydrogel layer with the material properties
varying in the thickness direction, the solution to the eigenvalue
problem depends on the chemical potential (l). If there exists a
nontrivial solution for any wave number x, the transversely homogeneous solution becomes unstable and gives way to an inhomogeneous solution in form of Eq. (27). This condition predicts the onset
of surface instability for the hydrogel layer.
We note that a similar eigenvalue problem was considered by
Lee et al. (2008) for an elastic half space with graded properties.
A numerical method was developed to solve the eigenvalue problem for a half space with continuously graded elastic properties.
The method may be extended to solve the eigenvalue problem
for the hydrogel layer with graded properties in the present study.
Here, the main difference is that the linearized elastic modulus of
the hydrogel layer depends on the loading parameter, i.e., the
chemical potential. On the other hand, when the material properties are piecewise constant functions of x2 (e.g., a multilayered
stack), the problem can be solved analytically. In the following,
we solve the eigenvalue problem analytically for hydrogel bilayers
with piecewise homogeneous properties. The results are compared
with two special cases, one for a homogeneous hydrogel layer as
studied by Kang and Huang (2010b) and the other for the case of
a thin stiff layer on a soft layer similar to thin ﬁlm wrinkling
(Huang, 2005; Huang et al., 2005; Cao and Hutchinson, 2012b).
4. A hydrogel bilayer model
For a homogeneous hydrogel layer, Eqs. (28) and (29) reduce to

k2h U 001

kh nh U 02

2

 x ð1 þ kh nh ÞU 1  x

¼ 0;

ð33Þ

xkh nh U 01 þ kh ðnh þ kh ÞU 002  x2 U 2 ¼ 0;

ð34Þ

Fig. 4(a) plots the swelling ratios khi for a bilayer with NiX = 103 and 102 whereas v1 = v2 = 0.4. Correspondingly, the
compressive in-plane stresses induced by swelling are plotted in
Fig. 4(b). With a higher crosslink density in the top layer
(N2 > N1), the swelling ratio is lower but the induced compressive
stress is higher due to the higher elastic stiffness. It is noted that
the swelling ratios of the two layers are nearly identical for a relatively low chemical potential (e.g., l < 0.1), while the swellinduced compressive stresses differ considerably.
For the linear perturbation analysis, the perturbation displaceðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ments in each layer are: u1 ¼ U 1 ðx2 Þ sin xx1 and u2 ¼ U 2 ðx2 Þ
cos xx1 (i = 1 and 2). For each homogeneous layer, the perturbation
displacements are obtained in the same form as the homogeneous
case:
ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

U 1 ¼ A1 exx2 =khi þ A2 exx2 =khi þ A3 ebi xx2 þ A4 ebi xx2 ;
ðiÞ
U2

¼

ðiÞ
A1 khi exx2 =khi

þ

þ

ðiÞ
A2 khi exx2 =khi



ð40Þ

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where bi ¼ ð1 þ khi nhi Þ=ðk2hi þ khi nhi Þ.
For the bilayer, in addition to the boundary conditions in (30)
and (32), the perturbation displacements and the associated tractions (Ti = siKNK) must be continuous across the interface at
x2 = h1, namely

6

5

4

NΩ = 0.001
3

2

NΩ = 0.01

which can be solved by

U 1 ðx2 Þ ¼ A1 exx2 =kh þ A2 exx2 =kh þ A3 ebxx2 þ A4 ebxx2 ;
xx2 =kh

U 2 ðx2 Þ ¼ A1 kh e

xx2 =kh

þ A2 kh e

bxx2

 A3 be

ð35Þ
bxx2

þ A4 be

;

1
-0.2

ð36Þ

where D is a four by four matrix as given in Kang and Huang
(2010b). The critical condition for onset of surface instability is then
predicted by setting the determinant of D to be zero, i.e., detD = 0.
Next consider a hydrogel bilayer with the material properties
homogeneous within each layer but different from each other
(Fig. 2). The two layers are named as G1 (the bottom layer) and
G2 (the top layer), with the material properties Ni and vi for i = 1
and 2, respectively. In the dry state, the thicknesses of the two layers are, respectively, H1 and H2, with the total thickness
H = H1 + H2. When immersed in a solvent of a constant chemical
potential, the two layers swell in the thickness direction, and their
thicknesses become h1 and h2, with the total thickness h = h1 + h2.
By Eq. (13), the transversely homogeneous swelling ratio of each
layer can be obtained as a function of the chemical potential, i.e.,
hi =Hi ¼ khi ðlÞ; and the average swelling ratio of the bilayer is then

kh ¼ h=H ¼ kh1 ð1  gÞ þ kh2 g;

ð38Þ

where g = H2/H is the volume fraction of the top layer in the dry state.

-0.1

-0.05

0

(a)
Compressive stress σ11Ω / (kT)

ð37Þ

-0.15

Normalized chemical potential, μ /(kT)

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where b ¼ ð1 þ kh nh Þ=ðk2h þ kh nh Þ. Applying the boundary conditions in (30) and (32), a linear system is obtained for the coefﬁcients
A1, A2, A3, and A4:

DA ¼ 0;

ð39Þ

ðiÞ
A3 bi ebi xx2

ðiÞ
A4 bi ebi xx2 ;

swelling ratio λ h

582

0.03

0.02

NΩ = 0.01

0.01

NΩ = 0.001
0
-0.2

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

Normalized chemical potential μ /(kT)

(b)
Fig. 4. (a) Swelling ratios and (b) magnitudes of the in-plane stresses with respect
to the normalized chemical potential for a hydrogel bilayer with NX = 103 and
102.
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ð1Þ

ð2Þ

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

U 1 ðh1 Þ ¼ U 1 ðh1 Þ and U 2 ðh1 Þ ¼ U 2 ðh1 Þ;
ð1Þ

ð2Þ

ð1Þ

ð41Þ

ð2Þ

s12 ðh1 Þ ¼ s12 ðh1 Þ and s22 ðh1 Þ ¼ s22 ðh1 Þ:

ð42Þ

ð1Þ
ð2Þ
Therefore, the eight coefﬁcients Am
and Am
(m = 1–4) must satisfy
the eight Eqs. in (30), (32), (41) and (42), which can be written in a
matrix form:

DA ¼ 0;

h

ð1Þ ð1Þ ð1Þ ð1Þ ð2Þ ð2Þ ð2Þ ð2Þ
A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4

where A ¼
with the following nonzero elements:

iT

ð43Þ
and D is a 8  8 matrix

D11 ¼ D12 ¼ D13 ¼ D14 ¼ 1;
D21 ¼ D22 ¼ kh1 ; D23 ¼ D24 ¼ b1 ;
D31 ¼ exh1 =kh1 ; D32 ¼ exh1 =kh1 ; D33 ¼ eb1 xh1 ; D34 ¼ eb1 xh1 ;
D35 ¼ e

xh1 =kh2

xh1 =kh2

; D36 ¼ e

b2 xh1

; D37 ¼ e

; D38 ¼ e

Critical chemical potential μc / (kT)
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0
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-0.02

Homogeneous layer
-0.04

-0.06

Bilayer B: N2 > N1

-0.08

-0.1
b2 xh1

0
;

10

D41 ¼ kh1 exh1 =kh1 ; D42 ¼ kh1 exh1 =kh1 ; D43 ¼ b1 eb1 xh1 ; D44 ¼ b1 eb1 xh1 ;
D51 ¼ 2N 1 Xkh1 e

xh1 =kh1

; D52 ¼ 2N 1 Xkh1 e
b1 xh1

D53 ¼ N1 Xðkh1 þ 1=kh1 Þe

;

Critical swelling ratio λ c

D61 ¼ N1 Xðk2h1 þ 1Þexh1 =kh1 ; D62 ¼ N 1 Xðk2h1 þ 1Þexh1 =kh1 ;
D63 ¼ 2N 1 Xkh1 b1 eb1 xh1 ; D64 ¼ 2N1 Xkh1 b1 eb1 xh1 ;
D65 ¼ N 2 Xðk2h2 þ 1Þexh1 =kh2 ; D66 ¼ N 2 Xðk2h2 þ 1Þexh1 =kh2 ;
; D68 ¼ 2N2 Xkh2 b2 e

b2 xh1

;

D75 ¼ 2kh2 exh=kh2 ; D76 ¼ 2kh2 exh=kh2 ;
D77 ¼ ðkh2 þ 1=kh2 Þeb2 xh ; D78 ¼ ðkh2 þ 1=kh2 Þeb2 xh ;
D85 ¼ ðkh2 þ 1=kh2 Þe

xh=kh2

50

5

D57 ¼ N 2 Xðkh2 þ 1=kh2 Þeb2 xh1 ; D58 ¼ N 2 Xðkh2 þ 1=kh2 Þeb2 xh1 ;

D67 ¼ 2N2 Xkh2 b2 e

40

; D54 ¼ N 1 Xðkh1 þ 1=kh1 Þeb1 xh1 ;

D55 ¼ 2N2 Xkh2 exh1 =kh2 ; D56 ¼ 2N 2 Xkh2 exh1 =kh2 ;

b2 xh1

30

(a)

D45 ¼ kh2 exh1 =kh2 ; D46 ¼ kh2 exh1 =kh2 ; D47 ¼ b2 eb2 xh1 ; D48 ¼ b2 eb2 xh1 ;
xh1 =kh1

20

Perturbation wave number ωH

; D86 ¼ ðkh2 þ 1=kh2 Þe

xh=kh2

;

The critical condition for onset of the surface instability in the
hydrogel bilayer is then obtained by setting the determinant of
the matrix D equal to zero, namely

detðDÞ ¼ f ðxH; l; N1 X; N 2 X; v1 ; v2 ; gÞ ¼ 0:

3

Homogeneous layer
2

Bilayer B: N2 > N1
1
0

D87 ¼ 2b2 eb2 xh ; D88 ¼ 2b2 eb2 xh :

ð44Þ

For each normalized wave number (xH), we solve (44) to ﬁnd
the critical chemical potential lc, which depends on the material
properties of the bilayer (N1X, N2X, v1, and v2) as well as the volume fraction g. The swelling ratio of each layer at the critical
chemical potential, khi ðlc Þ; is then obtained from Eq. (13). Subsequently, the average critical swelling ratio for the bilayer kc is calculated following Eq. (38).
5. Results and discussion
In this section, we present the quantitative results from the stability analysis of hydrogel bilayers and discuss the effects of material properties. Fig. 5(a) plots the critical chemical potental as a
function of the perturbation wave number for two bilayers (A
and B), in comparison with a homogeneous layer. The corresponding critical swelling ratios are plotted in Fig. 5(b). For the homogeneous layer (NX = 0.001 and v = 0.4), both the critical chemical
potential and the critical swelling ratio decreases monotonically
with increasing wave number. The long-wave modes (small wave
numbers) of perturbation are stablized by the rigid substrate, while
the short-wave modes (x ? 1) are independent of the substrate.
Consequently, the onset of surface stability is determined at the
short-wave limit (Kang and Huang, 2010b), with no characteristic
length scale. For the bilayers, however, the critical chemical potential varies with the perturbation wave number non-monotonically.

Bilayer A: N2 < N1

4

10

20

30

40

50

Perturbation wave number ωH

(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Critical chemical potential and (b) the corresponding swelling ratio
versus the perturbation wave number for two hydrogel bilayers (A: N2X = 4  104;
B: N2X = 2  103), both with N1X = 103 and g = 0.1, in comparison with a
homogeneous hydrogel layer (NX = 103).

If the top layer is softer than the underlayer (N2 < N1), the critical
chemical potential has a local minimum lc ; corresponding to a
long-wavelength mode (x = x⁄). The local minimum lc however
is greater than the critical chemical potential at the short-wave
limit (x ? 1), i.e., lc > l1
c . Therefore, the onset of surface instability for such a bilayer (soft-on-hard) is expected to be determined
by the short-wave limit. The presence of a local minimum suggests
a possible metastable state of surface instability for the softon-hard bilayer. On the other hand, if the top layer is stiffer than
the underlayer (N2 > N1), the minimum critical chemical potential
occurs at a long-wave mode and is lower than the short-wave limit, i.e., lc < l1
c . Consequently, the critical condition for onset of
surface instability for such a bilayer (hard-on-soft) is determined
by a critical long-wave mode, with a characteristic length
(L⁄ = 2p/x⁄). In this case, the critical chemical potential as well as
the corresponding critical swelling ratio can be considerably lower
than that for a homogeneous layer. Therefore, the two types of
hydrogel bilayers (soft-on-hard vs hard-on-soft) exhibit distinct
behavior at the onset of surface instability: for the soft-on-hard bilayer, with no characteristic length, surface wrinkling is highly
unstable and is likely to collapse into creases; for the hard-on-soft
bilayer, surface wrinkling is stable with a ﬁnite wavelength.
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Fig. 6. (a) The critical swelling ratios for the long-wave mode and the short-wave
limit, and (b) the critical wavelength corresponding to the long-wave mode, for
hydrogel bilayers with N2X ranging from 105 to 102.

Fig. 6(a) plots the critical swelling ratios for the short-wave limit and the long-wave mode for hydrogel bilayers as N2X changes in
the upper layer while N1X = 0.001 is ﬁxed for the underlayer. It can
be shown that the critical chemical potential at the short-wave
limit (l1
c ) depends on the upper layer only, which is identical to
that for a homogeneous layer with the same properties and can
be written in an implicit form as (Kang and Huang, 2010b)


2
1
kh2 þ
 4kh2 b2 ¼ 0:
kh2

ð45Þ

As N2X increases, the critical chemical potential (l1
c ) increases.
Thus, the critical chemical potential for a soft-on-hard bilayer
(N2 < N1) is slightly lower than that for a homogeneous layer with
the same property as the underlayer, while the critical chemical
potential at the short-wave limit for a hard-on-soft bilayer
(N2 > N1) is higher, as shown in Fig. 5(a). On the other hand, as
N2X increases, the critical swelling ratio for the upper layer (kh2 )
decreases (Kang and Huang, 2010b), but the swelling ratio of the
underlayer (kh1 ) increases with the chemical potential. Since the
critical swelling ratio for a bilayer is deﬁned as the average of
the swelling ratios in the two layers at the critical chemical poten-

tial, it may increase or decrease, depending on the volume ratio g
by Eq. (38). With g = 0.1 in Fig. 6(a), the critical swelling ratio at the
short-wave limit (k1
c ) increases with increasing N2X.
As shown in Fig. 6(a), the critical swelling ratio for the longwave mode (kc ) is greater than k1
for a soft-on-hard bilayer
c
(N2X < N1X), but is lower for a hard-on-soft bilayer (N2X > N1X).
In the latter case, the critical swelling ratio kc decreases as N2X increases, which can be signiﬁcantly lower than the critical swelling
ratio for a homogeneous layer. Previously, Kang and Huang
(2010b) predicted the critical swelling ratio for a homogeneous
hydrogel layer to be in the range of 2.5–3.4 for onset of wrinkling
instability, and Weiss et al. (Submitted for publication) predicted
the critical swelling ratio to be much lower (2.0) for onset of
creasing instability. In experiments, for hydrogel ﬁlms with
depth-wise crosslink gradients, Guvendiren et al. (2010a,b) reported the critical swelling ratio to be 1.12 for wrinkling and in
the range of 1.3–2.0 for creasing, both considerably lower than
the counterparts for a homogeneous layer. In their experiments,
the top layer had a lower crosslink density, which gradually increased with the depth, similar to the soft-on-hard bilayer model.
However, the reported low critical swelling ratios for wrinkling
and creasing seem to be more consistent with the hard-on-soft
bilayer model in the present study. It is noted that others have reported formation of a hard skin layer on the surface of a polymer
ﬁlm exposed to UV curing (Godinho et al., 2006). With limited
information from experiments, a direct comparison between the
theoretical prediction and the experiments is not possible at the
moment.
Fig. 6(b) plots the wavelength of the critical long-wave mode
(L⁄ = 2p/x⁄), normalized by the bilayer thickness (H = H1 + H2).
When N2X > N1X, the critical wavelength ﬁrst decreases and then
increases slowly with increasing N2X. By a dimensional consideration, the normalized critical wavelength is a function of the
dimensionless parameters including the volume fraction g, N1X,
N2X, v1 and v2. Numerically it scales linearly with the thickness
H, with the proportionality in the order of unity (L⁄/H  1). Incidentally, previous studies have predicted critical wavelengths in the
order of the layer thickness by considering the effect of surface tension (Kang and Huang, 2010c; Ben Amar and Ciarletta, 2010; Dervaux and Ben Amar, 2011). Experimental observations have also
reported characteristic length scales of the surface instability patterns proportional to the initial layer thickness (Trujillo et al.,
2008; Guvendiren et al., 2009).
The bilayer model allows consideration of two limiting cases
and the transition in between. When the volume fraction g approaches 1, the bilayer model recovers the case of a homogeneous
layer. On the other hand, when g approaches 0 (but not exactly 0),
the top layer can be treated as a thin ﬁlm lying on a thick substrate.
The critical swelling ratio as a function of the volume fraction (g) is
shown in Fig. 7. For a soft-on-hard bilayer (Fig. 7(a)), the critical
swelling ratio for the short-wave limit (k1
c ) increases slightly as
g increases. Meanwhile, the critical swelling ratio for the longwave mode (kc ) increases abruptly for g < 0.13, beyond which the
local minimum as shown in Fig. 5 degenerates into an inﬂection
point and hence no critical mode is predicted other than the
short-wave limit. We note that, since the critical chemical potential at the short-wave limit (l1
c ) as predicted by Eq. (45) is independent of the volume fraction, the corresponding critical
swelling ratio (k1
c ) varies linearly with respect to g between
1
kh1 ðl1
c Þ and kh2 ðlc Þ. For a hard-on-soft bilayer (Fig. 7(b)), the critical swelling ratio for the short-wave limit (k1
c ) decreases slightly
1
as g increases, which is expected as kh2 ðl1
c Þ < kh1 ðlc Þ for
N2X > N1X. In this case, the critical long-wave mode persists over
the entire range of g, and the critical swelling ratio kc is lower than
k1
c . As g approaches 1, the two critical swelling ratios converge at
the limit of a homogeneous layer. The difference between the two
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where Gi and mi are the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the two
layers (i = 1 and 2). In general, both the shear modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of a swollen hydrogel depend on the chemical potential
or the swelling ratio (Bouklas and Huang, 2012). Moreover, the
anisotropic swelling due to substrate constraint would lead to
anisotropic elastic properties for the hydrogel layers. As an approximation, we take Gi  NikT and mi  0.5. Thus the critical condition in
(47) becomes approximately

λ *c

3.5

3

rc ¼ 

ð48Þ

which predicts the critical swelling ratio for the upper layer as a
function of the ratio N1/N2. The corresponding critical chemical potential can then be obtained from Eq. (13), with which the critical
swelling ratio for the underlayer (kh1 ) can be determined. With
g ? 0, the critical swelling ratio of the bilayer is approximately that
of the underlayer (kh  kh1 ). Moreover, based on the thin ﬁlm wrinkling analysis (Huang, 2005; Huang et al., 2005), the critical wrinkle
wavelength for the hydrogel bilayer is predicted as
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Fig. 7. The critical swelling ratios versus the volume fraction of the upper layer for:
(a) soft-on-hard hydrogel bilayers, and (b) hard-on-soft hydrogel bilayers.
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critical chemical potentials is less than 106 (after normalization)
when g > 0.92. At the other end, when g approaches 0, the critical
swelling ratio (kc ) approaches a considerably lower value. With a
thin, stiff upper layer on a thick, soft underlayer, this is taken as
the thin-ﬁlm limit, for which similar wrinkling instability has been
studied extensively (Chen and Hutchinson, 2004; Huang, 2005;
Huang et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008; Audoly and Boudaoud, 2008;
Sultan and Boudaoud, 2008; Cao and Hutchinson, 2012b). Between
the thin-ﬁlm limit (g ? 0) and the homogeneous limit (g ? 1), the
critical instability mode for a hard-on-soft bilayer undergoes a
smooth transition from the long-wave mode to the short-wave
mode.
For the thin-ﬁlm limit, an approximate critical condition can be
developed based on previous studies on thin ﬁlm wrinkling
(Huang, 2005; Huang et al., 2005). Here, the upper layer is treated
as an elastic thin ﬁlm subject to a compressive in-plane stress due
to swelling. By Eqs. (12) and (13), the swell-induced compressive
stress in the upper layer is

N2/N1 = 1000

30

N2/N1 = 100
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N2/N1 = 10
0
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0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Volume fraction η

(b)
ð46Þ

Taking the lower layer as a linearly elastic substrate of inﬁnite
thickness, the critical stress for wrinkling is

Fig. 8. (a) Critical swelling ratio and (b) the corresponding perturbation wavelength, versus the volume fraction for hard-on-soft hydrogel bilayers (N2 > N1). The
horizontal dashed lines in both ﬁgures are the approximate solutions at the thinﬁlm limit (g ? 0).
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Fig. 9. Numerical simulations of swell-induced surface instability. (a–e): l/kT = 1.158, 0.0068, 0.006, 0.004 and 0 for a soft-on-hard bilayer (N1X = 103 and
N2X = 4  104); (f–j): l/kT = 1.158, 0.437, 0.1513, 0.095 and 0 for a hard-on-soft bilayer (N1X = 103 and N2X = 102).

L ¼ 2ph2




1=3
1=3
G2 ð1  m1 Þ
N2
 2pH2 kh2
:
3G1 ð1  m2 Þ
3N1

ð49Þ

Fig. 8 plots the critical swelling ratio (kc ) and the corresponding
wavelength (L⁄/H2) with respect to the volume fraction g for different N2/N1ratios, comparing the thin-ﬁlm approximation (dashed

lines) to the exact solution by the linear perturbation analysis (solid lines). As the ratio N2/N1 increases, kc decreases rapidly and L⁄/
H2 increases. As g ? 0, the exact solution approaches the thin-ﬁlm
limit, in close agreement with the approximate solutions for both
the critical swelling ratio and the wrinkle wavelength. The agreement however becomes less satisfactory when N2/N1 < 10, since
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the assumption of the linear elastic properties for the swollen
hydrogel layers is limited to relatively small swelling ratios (Bouklas and Huang, 2012).
Finally we present two numerical examples to highlight the distinct surface instability behaviors for the soft-on-hard and hardon-soft hydrogel bilayers. A nonlinear ﬁnite element method
developed previously (Kang and Huang, 2010a) is used to simulate
swell-induced deformation and evolution of surface instability of
the hydrogel bilayers, as shown in Fig. 9. The numerical procedure
is similar to that for a homogeneous layer in Kang and Huang
(2010b). The two models are identical in geometry, mesh, initial
surface perturbation, and boundary conditions. The common material properties are: N1X = 103 and v1 = v2 = 0.4. The soft-on-hard
bilayer, with N2X = 4  104, develops multiple surface creases
without appreciable wrinkling (Fig. 9(a)–(e)), similar to that of a
homogeneous layer (Kang and Huang, 2010b). For the hard-on-soft
bilayer, with N2X = 102, the behavior is drastically different: the
wrinkles grow signiﬁcantly before creases form (Fig. 9(f)–(j)). The
critical chemical potential or the critical swelling ratio for the onset
of surface wrinkling in the hard-on-soft bilayer is considerably
lower than that for surface creasing in the soft-on-hard bilayer.
While the wrinkles eventually evolve to form creases on the surface of the hard-on-soft bilayer, the locations of surface creases
are well deﬁned at the bottom of the wrinkle troughs. As noted
in previous studies (Hong et al., 2009b; Weiss, Submitted for publication), the critical condition for surface creasing is autonomous.
In other words, the critical chemical potential for surface creasing
in the bilayer should be identical to that for a homogeneous layer
with the same material properties as the upper layer. This is indeed
the case for the soft-on-hard bilayer, where formation of surface
creases precedes wrinkling (Fig. 9(a)–(e)). For the hard-on-soft bilayer, however, the critical chemical potential for wrinkling is
much lower than that for creasing. In this case, formation of surface wrinkles precedes creasing (Fig. 9(f)–(j)). More detailed discussions of the numerical simulations and post-instability
evolution of the surface patterns will be presented elsewhere.
6. Summary
This paper presents a theoretical stability analysis for swelling
of hydrogel layers with material properties varying in the thickness
direction. As a specialization of the general procedure, hydrogel
bilayers with different combinations of the material properties
are examined in details. The results suggest that both the critical
condition and the instability mode depend sensitively on the variation of the material properties in the thickness direction of the
hydrogel layer. For a soft-on-hard bilayer, the onset of surface
instability is determined by the short-wave limit, with no characteristic length. In contrast, for a hard-on-soft bilayer, a long-wave
mode emerges as the critical mode at the onset of surface instability, with a ﬁnite wavelength, similar to wrinkling of an elastic thin
ﬁlm on a compliant substrate; moreover, the critical swelling ratio
can be much lower than that for a homogeneous hydrogel layer. A
smooth transition between two limiting cases (homogeneous and
thin-ﬁlm limits) is predicted as the volume fraction of the top layer
changes. At the thin-ﬁlm limit, the predicted critical condition and
the wavelength agree closely with an approximate solution based
on the previous studies of thin-ﬁlm wrinkling.
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